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THE OFFICIAL NAV WILL BE SUPPLIED BY THE ADMINISTRATOR

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC YEAR

2002 0.06 1.42 1.47

2003 1.14 0.45 -0.53 0.93 2.12 1.09 -0.08 0.46 1.35 1.15 0.20 2.70 11.50

2004 1.73 1.15 2.57 -1.60 -2.14 0.95 -0.29 0.60 2.03 1.39 1.78 1.28 9.76

2005 1.61 3.48 0.83 -1.71 -0.23 1.90 2.76 3.22 3.35 -1.44 1.99 5.07 22.66

2006 2.30 -0.84 1.23 2.84 -1.96 -1.52 0.12 1.95 -0.49 2.15 1.97 2.57 10.66

2007 1.16 2.12 1.33 1.90 1.10 1.45 1.06 -3.53 1.38 3.16 -4.92 -1.36 4.61

2008 -5.00 2.55 -3.47 0.74 0.19 -0.79 -1.76 -1.76 -3.36 -2.61 -0.78 -1.55 -16.44

2009 0.79 -0.96 1.44 2.02 4.20 0.46 1.55 -0.32 1.03 0.26 -0.07 0.31 11.16

2010 -3.53 -0.94 1.62 -0.26 -3.64 -1.00 0.39 -0.54 1.08 1.54 0.12 1.17 -4.07

2011 0.79 -0.31 -0.47 -0.18 -1.92 -1.90 0.07 -2.11 -2.68 1.28 0.34 -1.37 -8.22

2012 0.33 1.47 -1.16 -0.05 -2.40 -1.01 0.60 0.31 -0.21 -0.31 0.76 1.75 0.01

2013 1.46 0.75 0.25 1.72 1.30 -1.49 0.19 -0.03 0.78 0.21 0.74 0.52 6.55

2014 -0.34 1.56 -0.76 -0.47 -0.37 -1.44 -0.16 0.63 0.42 -0.40 2.10 0.02 0.74

2015 0.78 1.78 0.90 2.18 0.90 -0.73 -1.39 -1.27 -1.70 0.37 0.63 -0.52 1.86

2016 -4.68 -4.68

Source: CrossBorder Capital

* Ordinary Share Returns until October 2006
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** -Risk Free Rate is the US 3 Month Treasury Bill rate at month end
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Portfolio Breakdown Ex - Cash at January 2015
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Japan’s surprise shift to negative policy rates looks a carefully scripted attempt to deliberately weaken the Yen, possibly

because policy-makers fear a much lower Chinese Yuan. Since this further delays what we see as an inevitable (Yen

positive) fiscal policy easing, we now expect more near-term Yen weakness. Looking more broadly, the BoJ move

signals that negative rates have become an acceptable policy-option and one that the US Fed could also embrace. A

higher gold price may be the obvious winner from this general breaking of the zero lower bound (ZLB).

The Positives in Japan's Negative Rate Decision



Monthly Analysis
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The NAV of the fund contracted by 4.68% in January. That is a lower figure than the fall in markets but we are well

aware that one cannot eat relative performance, and vehemently hope for improvement.

In the December monthly we alluded to the mayhem that had greeted the start of 2016, so no point in retreading that

board. Has the outlook changed from our view of increased volatility and markets that grind lower? In rhetorical terms

yes, in actual fact still too early to tell. The first Central Banker to crack under the pressure seemed to be Draghi of the

ECB. We have written that the Europeans were the last major set of monetary authorities to be easing but he bothered

to re-iterate that fact. This was followed by much more dovish comments from the Federal Reserve Bank, and the

markets now believe that we may have as few as only one more rate hike this year. The most powerful announcement

came from Governor Kuroda at the Bank of Japan as he set a negative level of interest rates. This is important, readers

of this monthly will know that we considered that the fall of the yen had largely run its course and that the next thing we

would see would be a sharp increase in fiscal policy which is probably bullish for the yen. Now it seems likely that the

weakness of the yen will continue. There will, of course, be periods of strength especially when markets fall as margin

clerks enforce the unwinding of the carry trade which funds much of the world’s risk appetite.

One of the most probable reasons for the Japanese action is China. China is seeing record levels of outflow and some

are afraid her reserves will fall below the recommended level of comfort that the IMF wants to see. Plenty of countries

do that so we do not think it such a big deal. However we do think that the currency has started its long journey to 7½ to

the US dollar and Japan (and the rest of Asia) needs a policy response to this. We think eventually that the yuan will

achieve the hegemony in Asia that is currently enjoyed by the dollar but until then currency wars are likely. The

Japanese economy continues to struggle with the Chinese slowdown with November machinery orders down 14% yoy

in November and December exports down 9% yoy (for the third month in succession).

In two or three weeks’ time we will know if the Central Bankers have followed their words with actions – they do not

always do so hence our liquidity monitoring service and if they cheat markets always find them out. Meanwhile the

weak oil price (which may well have bottomed for now after the recent sharp contraction of the contango in the term

structure) has caused big outflows from equities by the sovereign funds of the oil-rich nations, e.g. Saudi Arabia

withdrew $60bn in 2015. Much more dangerously Russia is starting to fall apart at the seams. Real wages fell by 9% in

2015, per capita GDP which was $15,000 in 2013 is not $8,000, and retail sales fell by 15% last year. Pay no attention

to President Putin’s approval ratings, Stalin was awarded high ones as well. Much more and the Russian government

will start to lash out.

So, we must wait and see. Silly headline of the month was found on Reuters “equities fall despite rebound in oil”. There

is no positive correlation between them, save, over the very very long time through the sovereign funds. We need a

QE4, there are signs it may be coming but we have to confirm that first – words will not suffice.



This document researches a fund not authorised or recognised as a collective regulated investment scheme for the purposes of the UK Financial Services and Markets

Act 2000 and is therefore for private circulation only and is not intended and must not be distributed to private investors. It is for information purposes only and does not

offer any specific investment advice. Under no circumstances should it be used or considered as an advisory or offer to sell or a solicitation of any offer or advisory to buy

any securities. For the avoidance of doubt it is not intended that this fund be marketed to onshore US investors.

As a high volatility investment this fund may be subject to sudden falls in value and these could lead to a large loss on realisation which could equal the amount invested.

An investor in the fund will not be liable to compensation for any losses. CrossBorder Capital points out that the value of all investments and the income derived

therefrom can decrease as well as increase (this may be partly due to exchange rate fluctuations in investments that have an exposure to currencies other than the base

currency of the fund). In addition that fund may from time to time use options, futures and warrants which are highly specialised activities and entail greater than ordinary

investment risks. Thus a relatively small movement in the price of a security to which these relate may result in a disproportionately large percentage movement,

unfavourable as well as favourable, in their price. The fund may gear itself by other means as well. This report uses historical and simulated pro-forma results which may

not be a guide to future performance.

Whilst given in good faith neither we nor any officer, employee, or agent of ours shall be liable for loss or damage, whether direct or indirect, which may be suffered by

using or relying on the information, research, opinions, advice or recommendations contained herein or in any prior or subsequent written or verbal presentations. The

employees of CrossBorder Capital Limited may have a position or otherwise be interested in funds mentioned in this report. This report may not be reproduced,

distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose. CrossBorder Capital Limited is regulated by the FCA for the conduct of investment business in the UK.
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Dealing: Monthly Purchase and Redemption Corporate: Cayman OEIC; Cayman Listed

Minimum: $5,000,000 Initially; $10,000 Thereafter Administrator: SEI Investments - Global Fund Services Ltd

Annual Fees: Management: 0.25%; Auditor: BDO Cayman Ltd.

Performance: 10% over high watermark

ISIN: KYG8252M1024

Peter Pejacsevich William Bourne David Straker-Smith James Barton

pp@liquidity.com wb@liquidity.com dss@liquidity.com jbarton@ibl.bm

London : (44) 20 7868 4104

CROSSBORDER CAPITAL BERMUDA LIMITED

TELEPHONE (1) 441 295 5588 / FACSIMILE (1) 441 295 5578

REGULATED BY THE FCA

Fund Details

CUSIP: G8252M 10 2

TELEPHONE (44) 20 7868 4104, 0870 427 1700 / FACSIMILE (44) 20 7868 4118

REGISTERED AT THE BMA

2 REID STREET, HM11, HAMILTON. BERMUDAMARBLE ARCH TOWER, 55 BRYANSTON STREET, LONDON W1H 7AA

CROSSBORDER CAPITAL LTD, 2016. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED©

Contact Details

Bermuda : (1) 441 295 3294
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Fixed Income / Currencies

Fund A US, Long / Short

Fund N Healthcare, Long / Short

Fund F

Global, Long / Short

Fund I Fixed Income / Currencies

Underlying Funds

Fund G

Commodities, Long / Short

Fund H Latin America, Event Driven

Japan, Long / Short

Fund

Fund B Japan, Long / Short

Asia, Long / Short

Fund C

China, Long / Short

Asia, Arbitrage

Fund K

Fund C Japan, Long / Short

Fund D

Fund M Global, Long / Short

Fund J

Fund L


